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Objectives

To increase self-awareness, encourage self-empowerment and offer a targeted approach to what 
can be done in order to create an inspiring and ideal working environment.

Overview

Using the specific Ideal Environment pages of the Management Chapter, individuals are 
encouraged to reflect on its content and develop actions either individually or in coaching teams.

Materials needed/set-up

Insights Discovery Personal Profile – Management Chapter

• How does your order of colour preference compare to that of your team as a whole?

• Which colour energies do you need to use more of in order to adapt and connect with the team?

• How might you do this?

• Which colour energies do you like to use but the team is less inclined to?

• What could be the benefit of doing so?

• How might you do this?

Questions for pairs or group discussion

Questions for self-reflection

Individuals identify which statements are currently in place

Of those that you can’t create, whose help do you need?

Identify which statements are missing

Of the ones that are missing, identify what you can do to create your ‘ideal environment’
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Structured and systematic processes prevalent

Can work uninterrupted

Little ‘traffic’ or social interaction

Decision making is objective and impersonal

Direct and forthright  
communication welcomed

Time is not wasted

Work environment is task focused

Innovation and entrepreneurialism can flourish

Can question traditional approaches

Rules and regulations have  
not been invented!

Various activities and  
change constantly take place

‘Brainstorming’ sessions are a regular event

Outside interests can be discussed 

Bright, motivational pictures 
abound 

They are free to be themselves 

Like-minded colleagues  
provide invention and fun

Shared philosophy of excellent service 

Opportunity for social  
and personal contacts  

Flat and open management style prevails 

Workplace allows exchange of views

Everyone has a chance to express their 
views

They are valued as unique individuals 

Freedom from conflict and confrontation 

Culture promotes democratic  
management style

Theories and ideas are tried and tested 

Comprehensive welfare  
policy provided 

Clear rules and procedures exist 

Goals and outcomes  
are agreed in writing

Time to prepare for meetings 

Few distractions to take attention from task 

Intellectually challenged  
and stretched 

Able to employ technology and store 
information

Ideal environments by colour


